How we Charge For creating a Keepsake DVD
We like to have at least 1 week from start to finish for our projects.
We can! Finish them in less time when necessary.
Our Basic DVD production charge is for 80-90 pictures --------------- $375.00 dollars.
Additional pictures explanation below
We scan the pictures, find the music you choose either online, or use the music you bring to us.
The Special Effects we make or use in your presentation are part of the cost.
We help you organize the pictures when necessary. (We prefer to have the pictures given to use in some form of
a timeline. (This is not an easy task for either the family or for us). But we will try to make it easy.
1. We make from scratch a personalized DVD with chapters that are labeled by music choice.
We also print a picture on the front of the DVD Case and a Picture printed onto the face of the DVD
2. We create a Picture CD which includes all of the pictures we scan and fix. We also print a picture on this
CD. Please note! We prefer to have the family choose the picture for the DVD label, CD label and cover.
3. We deliver our project to the place where it will be played and we stay there until we have seen the project play
through in its entire length.
5. We provide the Family with 1 working copy of the DVD, 1 Picture CD (Additional DVD copies are $20.00 each).
Things we do that are included in our price.
We meet with families on their schedule as much as possible.
If you wish we will post it online for later viewing by others that may not have been able to see it, wherver they are.
Some companies charge for creating special Ken Burns effects (pan in - pan out effect) we do these for free.
We enhance specific parts of pictures that have cracks, breaks, smudges, or other imperfections.
We offer this picture fix service to everyone, Providing there is enough time for us to finish the project.
If we must, we will work longer than 8 -10 hour days to make sure your project is as free from mistakes as
possible. We take great pride in our work. We do not scan pictures and leave the white edge of the picture in
our presentations, not even a sliver of white. It is not part of the picture it is just to aid You in holding the picture.
All of our presentations are checked several times to make sure that their are transitions between each picture,
there are no jumps or goofy pauses of black spaces or extra picture frames,
We try our best depending on the amount of time available, to make sure that the music and picture timing
in our presentations is as perfect as it should be. If it is not we will remake the DVD before we release
additional copies. We always try them on several different DVD Players and a computer or two.
Additional pictures charge (after the first 90 pictures) we charge $100.00 Dollars extra for each
25 - 30 additional pictures. (scanning is the biggest time consumer, next the timing of each picture with music )
120 pictures would cost 475.00 dollars, 150 pictures = 575.00 and so on. For various reasons, occasionally
we do not charge for all of the pictures that we we scan and use in the projects.
It all depends on how long the music choice is, and how long it takes to play each group of pictures and
how many special effects we create, for each music choice. (This means no pictures without music behind them).
Each 25 pictures generally requires a new music choice, (Due to timing the pictures to the legnth of the music).
Generally speaking it pretty much works out to 100.00 dollars for each 25 pictures, or so.
Most projects are between 90 and 150 pictures. This is approximately. 10 to 16 minutes in length.
We work with the family to make sure that the cost is fully understood. We always send an email with our price list
or where you can view the price list online.
We also allow family members to be a part of creating the presentation, up to a point.
This means that if there is an ample amount of time to create the presentation, your input is welcome.
180 pictures in a project requires at lest four more music choices (songs) than a 80-90 picture project.
This is the reason for the graduated pricing. It takes more than twice as long to create a 180 picutre project.
Most venues have equipment to play DVD’s if not, we have what is necessary to make it play and work.
We have a $250.00 charge to deliver a 150 Watt sound system, 8x10 foot screen, video projector. dvd player
and cables, all setup and working, then we take it down and take it away. We can also video tape your event,
with a high end video camera or two. ( We charge $150.00 extra for video taping and creating the Video DVD ).
If you have a question about our pricing Please Ask, Do not be Shy!
Plese call us at (541) • 767-8922 or email David at dray@efn.org
Our website is www.lane-media.com and our VideoWebPortal at www.videooregon.com

